
   
 

Class 2 

Piece of text to read:  Today’s text follows on from yesterday.  We are reading ‘Have You Filled a Bucket Today? 

Have you thought about how you can fill someone’s bucket? Maybe you spent yesterday filling other people’s 

buckets? Did anyone fill your bucket? What did they do?  How did you feel? 

Read the text on the extra sheet I’ve given you to find out more about being a good bucket filler.  

Word Chest:           dip – To put a hand or object in to something (like a bucket) to take something out. 

feelings -  Feelings  are not just things  you can touch.  You can have feelings on the inside of your body too.  These      

                   feelings are linked to your thoughts – what you think inside your head..   

                   You can’t touch happiness but you feel it on the inside. If you are happy , you have happy thoughts. The way you    

                   think, the look on your face, the things you do and what you say show your feelings to other people. .  Your  

                   feelings can be good or bad.    There are names for the different feelings: happiness, sadness, joy, fear, anger,    

                   loneliness , love, excitement.  How many more feelings can you name?   

ignore – When someone won’t take any notice of you. They might not listen to you or look at you or want to do anything with  

             you.   It’s like you’re not there. 

Use your words:         dip – Rose dipped her finger in to the pot of jam and naughtily enjoyed a huge dollop of the sticky, fruity treat.   

                          ‘Did you just dip your finger in to that jam?’ asked  her mum crossly. 

feeling – Jack had a very bad feeling about what was going to happen.  It didn’t feel right. Creeping in to the dark room, he felt very scared. 

ignored – My brother has ignored me all day. I wanted him to play with me but he just read his book. I asked him if he wanted to have a     

               game of football and he didn’t say anything - he didn’t even look up. 

Talk about different kinds of feelings  with an adult.  How many different feelings can you name? Do you know what each one means?  Can you 

think of a time when you felt this way?  Do you know why you felt this way? 

Tomorrow we will be looking at  how we can use some of these words to better describe your feelings. 

 

  

Answer the Questions: 

What is a  bucket dipper?   Name three things a bucket dipper might do.   

How will you know if you have filled up someone’s bucket?  What does ‘light up their face’ mean? 

Why do you think the author chose a bucket for us to imagine putting our thoughts and feelings in to? Can you think of something else they 

might have chosen instead?  

Do you know anyone who is a good bucket filler?   Can you explain why you think they are? 
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